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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a new human-like upper limb and hand motion generating method.
The work is based on Functional Principal Component Analysis and Quadratic Programming.
The human-like motion generating problem is formulated in a framework of minimizing the
difference of the dynamic profile of the optimal trajectory and the known types of trajectory.
Statistical analysis is applied to the pre-captured human motion records to work in a low
dimensional space. A novel PCA FPCA hybrid motion recognition method is proposed. This
method is implemented on human grasping data to demonstrate its advantage in human motion
recognition. One human grasping hierarchy is also proposed during the study. The proposed
method of generating human-like upper limb and hand motion explores the ability to learn the
motion kernels from human demonstration. Issues in acquiring motion kernels are also discussed.
The trajectory planning method applies different weight on the extracted motion kernels to
approximate the kinematic constraints of the task. Multiple means of evaluation are implemented
to illustrate the quality of the generated optimal human-like trajectory compared to the real
human motion records.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Several human activities have been realized or reproduced by anthropomorphic robots,
such as walking from toe to heel [1], handing over objects [2], bipedal bicycle riding [3], flipping
pancakes [4], and so on. These motions are realized by looking into the system dynamics to find
the underlying control mechanism from the human side. For instance, zero moment point (ZMP)
in human walking pattern is used to control the legged locomotion of bipedal robots during
walking [5] and the minimum jerk movements in human reaching motions [6]. Some of these
movements are strongly constrained by physical laws; however, many other motions are not. The
upper limbs of humans have higher degrees of freedom (DOF) that are redundant, and the
movements are less constrained in many cases. This implies that the motions of our upper limbs
allow much more types of individual style in our movements. Functional data analysis and
motion capture techniques can be used to teach robots these movements by human demonstration.
The demand of saving human labors created the impetus of building robots. All kinds of robots
have been designed and built to finish the tedious, repetitive and machinelike works. Some of
them are created for handling dangerous or harmful materials. In fact, we are duplicating
ourselves in both work forces and the knowledge of doing all kinds of jobs. Initially, robots can
have only a few dedicated functions. Robotic arms and hands are built for manipulating objects.
Wheeled mobile robots are made to help move things around. The continuous increase of DOF is
1
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delivered by excellent electrical machinery techniques and delicate mechanical designs. The
design of many robots is approaching the structure of human beings. A great many
anthropomorphic robotic test beds are developed in all kinds of fields in recent years [7]. The
trend ran into troubles of complex control policy and not being efficient to work with. Different
levels of control and planning algorithms are developed to cope with the requirements of
generating movements to finish jobs efficiently while taking advantage of the complex androids.
Moreover, programming a robot by teaching or human demonstration is very straightforward and
convenient. To make these robots move like us is a long-term goal. With anthropomorphic
structures and humanlike movements, robots can easily blend in the human environment to
interact with us and handle various types of jobs without changing the configuration. The
analysis of human motions using multivariate analysis techniques, such as the principal
component analysis (PCA), uses orthogonal transformation to discover the possible relationships
among variables in a set of observations to derive principal components. To analyze these
principal components can give us a better idea of human motion data and then offer help in
designing control policy or implementing movement planning. This thesis explores a functional
principal component analysis (FPCA) based novel approach of generating humanlike trajectories
on anthropomorphic robots.

1.2 Literature Review

Analyzing human motion data and imitating human movements on anthropomorphic
robots are always difficult jobs. PCA is used for multivariate analysis in several fields, especially
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human motion analysis recently. A lot of studies have been conducted and multiple ways of
using this mathematical process have been proposed in the past decade.
With the development of sensory technology, motion data acquisition became a simple
task. A variety of motion capture systems are capable of recording multiple parameters
accurately. The databases of all kinds of human motions were created in the past few decades.
Several methods of generating humanlike motions or movements have been proposed in many
literatures. A most common example of these datasets in the process of realizing human motion
on anthropomorphic robotic platform is the bipedal walking motion.
Anirvan and Yoshihiko [8] proposed a method of feasible walking motion on a bipedal
robotic based on the analysis of human locomotion datasets and the concept of ZMP. The
corrective motions were considered periodical, and the Fourier series were used to appropriately
model this locomotion. The unknown coefficients of the Fourier series were determined by
solving an optimization problem, and thus the corrective motion is a weighted linear combination
of the Fourier series obtained. Here, the Fourier series can be treated as the basis of the walking
corrective motion. A very similar method and the implementation of realizing humanlike
walking motion on bipedal robot platform can be found [9]. In recent years, many humanlike
motions are realized using trajectory synthesis. With the help of novel motion analysis
techniques, robots can learn more detailed work like knot tying [10], which is extremely hard on
to model and control.
Svinin and Yamamoto [11] proposed a method to generate a humanlike reaching motion
with asymmetric velocity profiles. The velocity trajectories claimed to have features compatible
with previously obtained experimental data. This study showed that humanlike movements could
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be generated with the optimization of the weight coefficients in the reformulated version of this
minimum variance model.
PCA works very well in movement intension expression and recognition. Jing Shu-xu et
al. [12] proposed a captured human motion segmentation method based on PCA a few years ago.
This work demonstrated the ability of segmenting single actions from continuously captured
motion sequences. Varadarajan et al. [13] explored a way of using hidden Markov models
(HMMs) to address the automatic skill assessment in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery.
HMMs are developed for individual surgical gestures that comprise the complete surgical task. It
was able to recognize previously unseen surgical gesture segment trials. The research was
performed in a data-driven manner. The developed model covered multiple surgical gestures in
different levels of surgical tasks.
Minh Tuan Tran et al. proposed and implemented a humanlike reaching control based on
movement primitives. The method used in this study heavily relied on movement databases. The
datasets used in this study were analyzed using PCA, and movement primitives were extracted
for generating novel movements that were not in the initial database. This study provides an
efficient way to store human movements that can be used to synthesize new trajectories very
quickly. The idea of movement synthesis has been proposed several times (see [9][11][14]).
For movement generating, a memory-based reaching movement generating method has
been proposed in [15]. This study provided a dynamic system approach to store the inverse
dynamic trajectories in memories for later flexible movement generating. The idea of using a
PCA approach worked in a similar way to generate movements. The principal components,
which were called motion primitives, were extracted and stored. However, there is a drawback of
PCA that it leads dynamics to lose in human motion records.
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Initially, FPCA was used to unveil the correlation between functions and to recognize
patterns in given datasets. Before the application of FPCA on the movements of human limbs
and torso, J. O. Ramsay et al. [16] conducted a research on human lip motion using functional
data analysis [17]. Then, they introduced the PCA works in functional content. Di. C et al. [18]
conducted a multilevel functional principal analysis several years later. Functions within a
bounded domain were the objects being studied. In this research, the analysis illustrated the
complexity of a multifunctional data analysis. Clot et al. [19] proposed extensions of PCA to the
framework of functional data. The analysis provided by FPCA claimed to be a powerful tool for
finding principal sources of variability in curves or images. But it was difficult to find a easy
interpretations in the case of multifunctional data. Dirk et al. [20] proposed an automatic method
of modeling periodical human movements based on FPCA. More researches using FPCA can be
found in the study on the “sit to stand” movements conducted by Epifanio et al. [21].
Ali-Akbar Samadani et al. [22] applied FPCA in their work to recognize effective human
hand movements. Human hand movements conveying different affective expressions were found
in this study using FPCA. A lower-dimensional space was obtained and used for the recognition
of different affective movements. This unveils the power of preserving dynamic information in
motion data using FPCA. The dimensional reduction of captured high-dimensional human
motion data was also proposed in previous work. Jack et al. [23] conducted a research introduced
as Gaussian process dynamic models (GPDMs) for nonlinear time series analysis to learn models
of high-dimensional human motion capture data. The dataset used in the research was relatively
small; however, GPDMs learn an effective representation of the captured human motion data.
Jianyuan Min, Yen-Lin Chen, and Jinxiang Chai [24] developed a new motion model
deformable motion models for human motion modeling and synthesis. Statistical analysis
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techniques were applied to a previous captured human motion dataset to construct a lowerdimensional deformable motion model with a timing parameter and a set of orthogonal modes
that model geometric variations across the entire motion sequence. The research addressed the
motion synthesis problem in the maximum a posterior manner by estimating the most likely
deformable parameters from constrains.

1.3 Proposed Goals

The goal of this thesis focuses on using motion kernels extracted by the functional data
analysis method to generate humanlike upper limb and hand trajectories. Hereinafter referred to
“human-like trajectory”. The robot model considered in this thesis is anthropomorphous and has
a similar structure with human beings. The novel trajectories generated by this proposed method
should meet the task requirements.
The motion kernels are extracted by analyzing human motion via multivariate analysis. A
combined version of PCA and FPCA is used in both motion analysis and classification phases.
The above-mentioned goal is based on the synergy idea of human motion. This idea describes
several joints in the human body that work in a manner of cooperating with other joints to
achieve the level of accuracy and to finish jobs individual joints cannot.
Several human motions are realized on humanoids and bipedal robots based on different
concepts. This thesis attempts to develop the method of generating humanlike movements of the
upper limbs. The result of this method is expected to synthesize multiple kinds of upper limb
movements.

6
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1.4 Thesis Organization

The structure of this thesis is shown as follows. The content in this thesis opens with data
acquisition in Chapter 2. Empirical data and existing human motion databases are both
considered as sources of human movements. The process of obtaining empirical human motion
data is shown in this chapter. Human motion datasets used in this thesis also contain human
motion records from existing human motion database, and these datasets are shown in this
chapter with an example.
Chapter 3 firstly introduces the motion analysis techniques applied in this thesis. The
human upper limb models used in this thesis are also introduced and interpreted in the second
subsection. The following subsection discusses the motion classification method and the details
of how this hybrid version of motion analysis method is implemented. The remaining of this
chapter shows the evaluation result of the motion analysis method and the classification method.
In this chapter, principal motion extraction is mentioned; however, the detail of how to obtain a
proper set of motion kernel will be discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4 focuses on the method of extracting proper motion kernels from the raw
datasets. The method used to extract principal motions has been shown in the previous chapter.
Original raw motion datasets contain a large number of motion records and may include wrong
samples and contaminated samples; thus, such datasets are not suitable for direct use in
extracting motion kernels.
Chapter 5 provides the idea of recovering existing motion records and synthesizing novel
movements using previously obtained motion kernels. This chapter begins with several examples
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of synthesis movements followed by details of trajectory planning. A few issues confronted in
the planning process will be discussed at the end of chapter 5.
Chapter 6 shows the evaluation result of this trajectory planning method on both
simulated models and robot platforms. A small survey was conducted and intended to be an
evaluation of the similarity of the movements generated in this thesis with the real human
motions.
Finally, this thesis closes with remarks and future work.
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CHAPTER 2: DATA ACQUISITION

2.1 Section Overview

The necessity of using a proper dataset lies in the data-driven approach of this research.
The method developed in this research is heavily based on motion analysis. Eventually, the result
will be evaluated and supported by comparing with real human motion records. This requires the
datasets reflecting the details of each movement in human activities and being as close as the real
motion. Some well-known and widely used human motion databases are chosen to extract arm
movements. This part of datasets needs to cover a wide range of motion of human arms. Datasets
for the motion of human hands are captured through sensing instruments to meet the
requirements of obtaining high-precision motion records. The human hand can have an
extremely high number of poses because of the intricate structure. The acquisition of hand
motion data needs some guidance in order to get proper datasets to start with. The Cutkosky
grasping taxonomy is used to maintain the variety of hand motion yet limit the number of hand
motion types.
A set of carefully chosen objects is used for the acquisition of grasping motion data.
Fifteen of sixteen grasping types are selected and performed by the testing subject. Each type of
grasping motion is repeats five times successively. Although there are 15 types of grasping, only
nine objects are needed. These objects are all picked up from daily objects with the Data Glove
at the side: one spray paint can, one tube made of metal, one light small screw driver, one sphere
9
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made of plastic, one roll of masking tape, one golf ball, one small flat tool box, one marker pen,
and one piece of flat thin plastic (see Figure 2.1). Each of these objects is placed at an easy-toreach position where the testing subject has not to perform a pick-up motion in any awkward
way. For instance, the spray can stands upright on a flat surface with no obstacle around, the
light small screwdriver is held upright loosely, and the golf ball is hanged right above the
subject’s right hand.

2.2 Hand Motion Datasets

2.2.1 Equipment Setup

Hand motion datasets are acquired using a right-hand 5DT Data Glove 14 Ultra. Figure
2.2 shows the hand of the subject in the Data Glove holding a golf ball. Figure 2.3 gives the
sketch map of the location of all 14 fiber optic–based flexor technology sensors in the glove.
Each one of these bend sensors is related to 1 DOF in human hand and connected to a 12-bit
resolution analog to digital converter. The minimum dynamic range of sensing is 8 bits. The
sampling rate of this glove is 60 Hz. The 5DT Data Glove captures 14 DOF of 22 DOF in human
hand. There are 5 DOF for the joint angle displacement of the proximal interphalangeal (PIP)
articulations for the thumb and four other fingers, 5 DOF for the joint angle displacement of the
metatarsophalangeal (MP) joints for the thumb and four other fingers, and 4 DOF for the joint
angle displacement of the MP joints between each adjacent finger and thumb.

10
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Figure 2.1. Object sets: nine objects chosen for grasping motion records.
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Figure 2.2. Grasping example. This hand picks up a golf ball then holds it.

Figure 2.3. Data Glove sketch map. The sketch map of the location of all 14 fiber optic–based
flexor technology sensors in the glove. Red curves indicate MP joints in hand. Black curves
indicate PIP joints in hand.
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2.2.2 Motion Records Acquisition

The hand motions during the process of grasping are recorded and segmented
automatically. The segmentation process will be illustrated in the next section. The entire hand
motion datasets are obtained in the setup environment. The subject acted the grasping motion
according to instructions, but the choice of contact points has no particular requirements.
Before the data acquisition, the Data Glove is calibrated to ensure the maximum range of
finger joint displacements map into range of 0 and 1 for further manipulations. The subject is
asked to fully open the hand and then gently close the hand during the calibration process. This
process repeats several times to capture the boundaries of the movement range of each finger
joint.
The process of obtaining one trial of grasping motion record starts from a position of a
fully opened hand and ends when the subject confirms that the object is firmly held in hand.
Figure 2.4 shows the process with an example.

Figure 2.4. Motion capture example. Set a spray paint can on the table in advance. The testing
subject stops the grasping until the can is firmly held in the hand.
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Although this process lasts a few seconds, the duration of the grasping movement can be
much shorter. The time the subject’s fingers started moving until it stopped to hold the object is
approximately less than 1.5 second. The hand movements during this period are segmented and
stored as hand motion datasets. Each type of grasping is performed 5 times, 15 objects in total,
resulting in 75 trials of grasping motion datasets.
This section gives a little demonstration of the raw data collection process. Figure 2.5
shows an instance of collected grasping motion dataset. Zone 1 captures the start of the grasping
motion; the digits are approaching the object at the beginning of this zone, and then, all digits
have finished the adduction at the end of zone I. This zone is considered the most interesting
section in the dataset to this thesis and will be segmented for further use. Zone 2 captures the
subject holding the spray bottle for a short time. Because no movement happens in this section,
not much dynamic information has been obtained. Zone 3 shows the process of how the subject’s
digits leave the object and return to the initial position. The dataset used to plot the sample in
Figure 2.5 is shown in Table 2.1. The first column on the left shows the frame number of the
captured motion data. The remaining columns are the captured value of each joint in the grasping
motion.

Table 2.1. Sample dataset of the example grasping motion.

1

0.007840

0.012759

…

0.036994

0.079060

2

0.007840

0.012759

…

0.036994

0.083333

3

0.007840

0.013291

…

0.036994

0.083333
…

Joint 14

…

Joint 13

…

…

…

Joint 2

…

Joint 1

…

No.

274

0.026980

0.035088

…

0.046243

0.310127

275

0.026980

0.034556

…

0.046243

0.308017
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Figure 2.5. Sample plot of the complete grasping motion trial. This figure shows a sample dataset
of the subject when acting grasping a spray paint bottle. The plot is colored in different zone to
indicate different segments of the grasping motion.

2.3 Arm Motion Datasets

The entire arm motion datasets are collected from existing human motion databases
developed using a sensorimotor intelligence laboratory (SMILE) [25]. This database contains the
motion capture data of 20 individuals different in height and weight. For the throw and catch
motions only, more than 400 times this motion has been performed. Fifty trials of throw and
catch motions are selected, and only the movement of the right arm is reserved for further use.
All these selected trials are from several subjects who have similar anthropomorphic data.
Motion capture data provided by SMILE are all in Biovision Hierarchy (BVH) format,
describing the hierarchy and initial pose of the skeleton and a data section that contains the
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motion data. The rotation data of each link of arm comes from the motion section. Figure 2.6
gives an example of the BVH file used.

Figure 2.6. A brief view of the BVH file in the arm motion datasets.
Three DOFs are kept for the shoulder; the angles between the upper arm and the lower
arm in each frame are kept to represent the joint angle displacement of the elbow. This results in
4 DOFs in total for the arm motion. Finally, datasets are segmented to keep the throw motion
only. These throw motions start and end at different positions with various speeds.
One hundred reach motion records are selected, segmented, and stored for further
analysis. These reach motions are performed by the same subject more than 163 times with the
same starting pose but different target positions shown in Figure 2.7. The partial datasets in this
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motion were chosen, and others are left for evaluation. Figure 2.8 shows a series of snapshots
during one reaching motion.

Figure 2.7. End points of each reaching motion in the datasets. The target positions are shown in
blue dots. The start position is shown in red star.

Figure 2.8. Snapshots of reaching motion.
17
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2.4 Motion Outliers

The quality of the motion datasets is of vital importance to the motion kernels. It is hard
to find a dataset without bad samples during motion records acquisition. Sensing instruments and
controlled sampling algorithms provide an ingenious way of recording a human motion.
However, unexpected bad samples cannot be ruled out entirely. Because the data acquisitions
here are trying to record human motions, interesting records may exist when the testing subject is
not used to operate in the instruments. In addition, other situations such as bumping into
obstacles in the environment or wrong labeling can occur. Variances are needed in the human
motion analysis; however, extreme outliers can have effects on the model in various degrees.
The outliers must be detected and removed before analyzing the motion data. First, let us
look at the two kinds of outliers that commonly exist in human motion datasets. Figure 2.9 shows
the plot of 351 trials of test motions. These motions are all 1 DOF motions. As shown in the plot,
the trial in the middle marked with red circle seems quite abnormal. The motion sets can be
grouped into three classes: the first group that has values higher than the majority of others at the
end, the second group that has values lower than the majority of others, and the rest of the trials
are the third group. It is clear that the marked trial contaminates the entire datasets. Such trial
must be removed from the dataset. This special trial can be identified as an outlier in this set of
motions. To be clearer about how these samples are grouped, Figure 2.10 shows the principal
component score plot of these motions. The one marked by the red circle is clearly not in the
model, as shown in the plot, corresponding to the special trial in Figure 2.9.

18
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Figure 2.9. Example motion records.

Figure 2.10. Functional principal component score plot.
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CHAPTER 3: MOTION ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION METHOD

3.1 Section Overview

The analyzed human motion data can be a relatively intricate problem and sometimes
driven by data. The high-dimensional data structure of human motion datasets makes this task
very complicated and difficult. To circumvent the high dimensionality problem, researchers have
developed several efficient approaches and made the human motions easier to model for learning
and control. Most of these advanced approaches are based on dimensionality reduction
techniques, such as PCA and linear discriminant analysis, which treats human motion data as a
series of points scattered in a high-dimensional space. However, one important feature of the
motion cannot be fully characterized because of the loss of dynamic features during the
dimensionality reduction process. Some other approaches introduce artificial dynamics such as
Gaussian mixture regression [26]; still, it distorts natural dynamic features in the process. To
preserve the most of dynamics in the human motion datasets, a hybrid motion analysis approach
is illustrated and evaluated in this section.
Recently, a new approach of statistical techniques has been developed. The traditional
multivariate PCA has been studied and worked in the functional context. This approach has been
formulated and applied on analyzing temporal data [16]. Functional PCA (FPCA) was used to
extract orthogonal fPCs from the motion datasets. At the same time, FPCA is able to preserve the
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most of temporal and dynamic information in the motion datasets with a linear combination of a
small number of fPCs.
The proposed hybrid approach models the human motion data using functional principal
components (fPCs). The reason of choosing this tool is that all human motion activities happen
in a continuous manner. The functional-based approach preserves the temporal and dynamic
information in the motion datasets. To realize humanlike motion, it is necessary to find a way of
modeling and generating trajectories that mimic the intension and the movements of human
motions. Several approaches have been developed and published in the past. For instance, Aleotti
and Caselli [27] have developed a nonuniform rational B-spline-based approach to replicate a set
of human motion with the data acquired using CyberGlove. Also, PCA has been widely applied
in the field of biomechanics to model continuous waveforms [28]. Soechting and Flanders have
performed the research on the flexibility and the kinematics of the hand and fingers during
typing, with a small number of principal components found in the motion records.
In this section, a hybrid approach of PCA and FPCA is explored to analyze precaptured
human motion datasets and applied on human motion recognition.

3.2 Subject Model Interpretation

For a better visualization of the captured motion datasets and for the evaluation process,
skeleton models of human hand and arm are developed and used for simulation. The hand model
is based on the measurements of the test subject. The arm model is based on the data given by
the human motion database of the SMILE laboratory. These models were developed in
MATLAB then visualized using Blender.
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3.2.1 Hand Model

Figure 3.1 gives the picture of the subject’s hand side by side with a ruler to show the
dimension of the hand. The black round dots in the figure indicate that the ends of the bone
segments are added after the photo was taken. Figure 3.2 gives the visualized hand skeleton in
Blender.
The visualized hand model has 14 DOF in total. With the 14 dimensional motion data
from the Data Glove, all the flexion of the MP joints and PIP joints are defined. The flexion
angle of all the distal interphalangeal joints was set to be proportional to the flexion angle of the
PIP joint in the same digit. The articulations of the hand are fixed.

Figure 3.1. Testing subject’s hand. A photo of the hand of the test subject side by side with a
ruler. The round black dots in the picture are the ends of the bone segments, same as the small
spheres in the hand skeleton model.
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Figure 3.2. Virtual hand model. Hand skeleton model visualized in the Blender 3-D simulation
environment. Format in ASF file, contains 1 root and 23 bones.
To make the notation less confusing and for the convenience of the described individual
joint in the hand model, the mapping between each dimension of the captured hand motion
datasets and the joints in the hand model is hereby provided (see Table 3.1). The index of the
dimension in the hand motion datasets also indicates the corresponding joint in hand model.
The raw datasets of grasping motion are denoted as m- by n-dimensional data
matrix:!!! = {!!! , !! , !! , …!, !! }, where the subscript ! is the frame length of each motion trial
and the subscript ! is the trial number of captured motion datasets. Each frame of the captured
motion is calculated as !! = {!!! , !! , !! , …!, !! }, where ! is the dimension of the dataset. These
entire 75 raw data matrix ! contain the datasets of different length. Before proceeding to further
analysis, the raw datasets need to have the length normalized.
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Table 3.1. Mapping of the hand joints in the datasets.
Dimension

Joint in model

1

MP joint in thumb

2

PIP joint in thumb

3

MP joint between thumb and index finger

4

MP joint in index finger

5

PIP joint in index

6

MP joint between index finger and middle finger

7

MP joint in middle finger

8

PIP joint in middle finger

9

MP joint between middle finger and ring finger

10

MP joint in ring finger

11

PIP joint in ring finger

12

MP joint between ring finger and pinkie

13

MP joint in pinkie

14

PIP joint in pinkie

3.2.2 Arm Model

Figure 3.3 shows the front view of the human body skeleton model, with the arm
visualized in Blender. The arm model contains two bone segments: upper arm and lower arm.
The rest of the body skeleton model was built for better data visualization. The raw datasets of
the arm motion have four dimensions. The first three dimensions describe the 3 DOF in the
shoulder joint, and last dimension describes the 1 DOF in the elbow joint. Same as the hand
motion datasets, these entire 50 trials of arm motion raw data contain the datasets of different
length. The length of the raw datasets needs to be normalized before proceeding to further
analysis.
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Figure 3.3. Virtual human body skeleton model. Human body skeleton model visualized in the
Blender 3-D view environment.
The arm raised in Figure 3.3 is used for arm motion simulation and evaluation. This
snapshot was taken when the throw motion reached the end of the trial.
The arm model and the hand model were both used for data visualization and evaluation.
The snapshots and motion pictures were used for survey purposes in the evaluation section.

3.3 Hybrid Motion Analysis Method

Because the measurements will be considered in a functional point of view, datasets need
to have the length normalized first. Figure 3.4 shows the raw datasets of the MP joint angle
displacement trajectories in the index finger. The entire raw datasets contain trials of different
length, and this is shown clearly in the plot of raw data. Details about the human hand motion
segmentation can be found in Section 3.3.2. For the arm motion datasets, the segmentation was
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performed manually because of the variation of the category of motion types, and the size of the
dataset is relatively small. Figure 3.5 shows the length-normalized datasets of the MP joint in the
index finger. All trials in the datasets now have the same length.

Figure 3.4. The raw datasets of the MP joint. The raw datasets of the MP joint trajectories in the
index finger. Trials in the raw datasets have different length. All trials in the plot are aligned to
the left to show the differences.

Figure 3.5. The length-normalized dataset plot of the MP joint. The length-normalized datasets
plot of the MP joint in the index finger. All trials in the datasets now have the same length.
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Though the grasping motions for each object were done with similar speed so that the
curves of the trajectories were roughly aligned. For the datasets used in the process, the lengthnormalized raw data still need to have features aligned. The reason for the alignment process is
that the grasping motion for the same object of the same testing subject may be similar in the
final hand shape or in the choice of the contact point but may vary in the closure order of the
digits and the contraction speed of each digit.
Dynamic time warping (DTW) was used to align features in grasping motion curves in
order to avoid the impact of the variation of grasping motion in phase. DTW was intensively
used in speech recognition before HMM; this technique allows an optimal match between two
trials of finger joint displacement sequences by nonlinear transformation.
DTW uses a local-match matrix to store the distances between trial X and trial Y of each
time point. To find an alignment between trial X and trial Y using this matrix, one needs to find
the path in this matrix that has a minimal overall value while satisfying three conditions:
boundary condition, monotonicity condition, and step size condition. The boundary conditions
make sure the path starts at the first point of the aligned sequences and ends at the last point of
the aligned sequences.
The monotonicity condition makes sure the aligned trial preserves the time ordering of
the original data. Thus, DTW allows us to align the same type of grasp by changing the time step
between each frame of the motion records yet reserve the motion dynamics in the original
records.
The alignment was applied on the trajectories of each individual joint during the same
subject grasping the same object. This step was intended to unveil the hierarchical organization
of these 15 types of grasps. The DTW was applied on the entire segmented datasets, and it turned
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out to have a better result in classification. Figure 3.6 shows the original five trials of D1–D2 MP
joint during one type of object grasping job before and after the alignment.

Figure 3.6. DTW example. The top plot shows the original trials, and the bottom plot is the trials
after DTW application. Features have been aligned along the time dimension only.
For the hand motion, which has 22 DOF [29], it is necessary to reduce the dimensionality.
Joints in each human hand are not absolutely independent of one another [30]. Part of the
dependencies is due to the musculoskeletal architecture [31]. Some muscles have insertions on
multiple bones [32][33]. Napier conducted a study that attempt to make it easier to control a
grasping motion [34]. In Napier’s study, two types of grasping were defined: the “precision grip”
and the “power grip.” More detailed ways of define grasping types were introduced in multiple
researches [35][36][37][38]. Another interesting concept named “virtual fingers” [39] was
introduced by the Iberall group.
Static hand motion postures during grasping were studied by Santello et al. [40]; the 15
joints in each human hand are mostly correlated, and the first two principal components covered
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more than 80% of motion variance across different types of grasping motion. PCA was also used
by Thakur et al. [41] to analyze static hand postures. A set of hand configurations was defined to
express a generalized human grasping motion types. Ciocarlie and Allen [42] showed the
advantage of reducing the dimensionality of the human motion data. Peters and Jenkins [43]
conducted a study of comparing multiple ways of human motion data dimensionality reduction
approaches.

3.3.1 Principal Motion Extraction

Initially, functional analysis was used to capture complete functional correlation between
these motion functions and to identify essential motion patterns from the datasets. However,
because of the increasing complexity of variance-covariance structure, FPCA is typically limited
to the study of the samples of a single function with extension to joint analysis of two functions,
meaning the analysis is performed within the sampled curves from the function of one or two
variables. Here, an alternative route was taken to find the principal modes of the functional
dynamics of motion datasets. Instead of directly implementing FPCA to the sampled functional
motion data, a conventional multivariate PCA was applied to extract the principal postures,
similar to “Eigen grasps” [42], which capture the major range of hand posture changes across
subjects and objects.
The entire aligned motion datasets are aggregated into a consecutive data matrix
! = (!!" ). The original motion datasets were joined together along the time dimension. The
order of the frame number is not necessary to be consecutive, where ! is still the index for
functional variables. The subscript ! = 1, …!, 75×! is the index of the aggregated matrix !,
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where l is the length of the normalized motion data trial. With this new matrix !, conventional
PCAs were implemented to find the principal components, which are the principal postures !! .
These principal postures span the space with the maximum variance of the datasets. By
projecting the original sampled motion datasets to the vectors corresponding to individual
principal posture !! , a new set of motion data in the principal postures space is denoted as:
!!! ! = ! !!! !! (!).
The B-spline function was used as the function basis to create the functions from the
sampled motion data. As the observed motion is not periodic, these data are considered as openended data, and spline functions were chosen to approximate the underlying motion functions.
The underlying function !! (!) are often declared a smooth function. This demand was addressed
as an augmented least squares problem. A rather large number of bases were used in order to
make compensation to the penalty introduced by smoothing these functions that will eventually
end up with high computational complexity at the trajectory-generating phase. The length of
trials in the human motion datasets is between 70 to 200 frames. For the data used in this thesis,
just 30 to 100 of them were needed according to different types of motion. Here, the uniform
interval was used because each measurement is considered identically, which means the motion
of the whole motion procedure does not need to be segmented. And now, all motion curves are
fitted with B-spline function, which has ! subintervals separated by !! , ! = 1, …!, ! − 1 called
knots. The notation !! (!, !) indicates the value sampled at the ! of the B-spline basis function
defined by the knot sequence !. According to this, the motion datasets are now defined as
follows:
!!!!!

! ! =

!! !! !, ! .
!!!
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Here, the original datasets were centered before creating the functions, the mean
functions have been subtracted from the datasets previously. The covariance function of the
projected data is defined as follows:
!!! ! !!! ! ,

!, ! = (! − 1)!!
!!!

where !!! (!) represents the functions for the projected motion datasets along the principal
posture !! for the ! th trial. The principal functions are simply the eigenfunctions of the
covariance function:
! !, ! !! ! !" = !! !! ! ,
where !! is still the set of eigenvalues and !! (!) are the eigenfunctions. With the function bases,
the system now can be solved similarly as in the conventional PCA to look for orthonormal
eigenfunctions !! ! , l = 1, … , !. The linear combinations of these eigenfunctions maximize the
variation in the datasets defined by the principal scores using the inner product:
!! !!! =

!! ! !!! ! !!.

3.3.2 Motion Analysis and Classification

The recorded 14-DOF of motion data from the five trials of all 15 objects gives seventyfive 14-DOF sampled motion functional data. With the classic PCA, the DOF of the hand is
reduced from 14 to 3 by finding three principal components as principal hand postures and by
representing the motion data using these principal postures. At this point, the motion data are
reduced to seventy-five 3 DOF motion principal components. The entire set of PCs for every
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time point of each grasping motion during the grasping procedure was stored, and these 3 DOF
PC sets were kept for further analysis. For each PC set, the FPCA was applied to process the 75
functions to find a set of fPCs that can represent the basic functional dynamics of the temporal
changes in these projected data. After the FPCA, each of the original seventy-five 14 DOF
motion functions was represented using three independent variables.
The PCA is a good measure for extracting related empirical variables. Each orthogonal
principal component linearly combines the empirical variables with the highest level of variance
contribution on that dimension. Their level of variability correlates the variables that have a
significant contribution on each component. Table 3.2 shows the components’ scores or
coefficients for the entire motion. The first two components cover 83% of the overall variance.
The coefficients in each component are a measure of the variability of the empirical variables on
that component (see [44]). Values that fall further away from 0 indicate a large variance of that
variable on that dimension, with the distance from 0 being proportional to the level of variance.
In Table 3.2, these values are shown in bold typeface. The first component, PC 1, has most of its
contributions from the MP joints of the hand’s fingers; contrastingly, the second component, PC
2, shows a higher contribution from the thumb’s joints. As expected, the variance from the entire
set of grasps is mostly a combination of the fingers’ motion acting oppositely to the thumb.
Lastly, in PC 3, the variability is given by the spread motion of the thumb and two other fingers,
confirming this type of motion as the third most significant one.
The focus here is to analyze the entire set of grasps. However, the individual analysis of
each object grasp showed similar distribution of the empirical variables. Most of the differences
among objects were the level of significance of the thumb’s joints over the four fingers as well as
the number of principal components necessary to cover the grasps’ variability range.
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Once the principal postures of the grasping data have been extracted, analysis continues
by evaluating the dynamics of these components. As explained before, the advantages of FPCA
reside on the description of the dataset on a temporal graph, as a function of time. It relates the
correlation of empirical variables throughout the whole motion instead of individual snapshots.
FPCA was used to analyze the temporal functional dynamics of grasping motion by projecting
the original sampled motion data to the vector corresponding to individual principal posture. In
FPCA, B-spline functions were used as the function basis to create the functions from the
sampled motion datasets because the observed grasping motion is not periodic. Figures 3.7 and
3.8 show the eigenfunctions and how they vary over the mean function during the entire raw
datasets. In the top graphs, the black line refers to the mean function of the first principal
component obtained from the PCA procedure; similarly, the bottom graphs show the second
component’s mean function. The dashed and point-dashed blue lines describe the first (left
graphs) and the second component (right graphs) variability over the mean based on derived
eigenfunctions.
Because the first PC has most of its contributions from all the MP joints of the hand, they
can be used as an indicator when all fingers stop adducting. Then, the segmentation of the PC set
was performed automatically by finding the peak point in the first PC set. DTW was applied to
the three most important segmented PC sets to align features among each five trials of the same
object. The fPC scores can also be used as projections of the dynamic requirements for a motion.
The functions were created using the B-spline basis from the segmented PC sets. FPCA was
applied on these functions, and the projections yield the first fPCs with the corresponding scores
that can be used to classify the motions regarding objects grasped. The result was clustered using
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the three fPCs for the three most important principal components to reflect motion similarities
with k-means.
Table 3.2. Principal component scores: entire motion.
Joint
PC1
PC2
PC3
D1 MP
0.08
0.08
0.26
D1 PIP
-0.13
-0.14
-0.44
D1-D2 MP
0.07
0.42
0.42
D2 MP
-0.34
-0.28
0.58
D2 PIP
-0.09
0.65
0.11
D2-D3 MP
-0.38
-0.13
0.00
D3 MP
-0.19
0.06
0.00
D3 PIP
0.17
0.39
-0.34
D3-D4 MP
-0.05
0.13
0.11
D4 MP
-0.07
0.18
-0.13
D4 PIP
0.22
-0.21
-0.10
D4-D5 MP
0.68
-0.16
0.19
D5 MP
-0.35
0.07
-0.12
D5 PIP
0.04
-0.03
0.03
Percentage of variance

74.84%

8.07%

4.56%

PC1
0.24
0.15
-0.07
0.23
0.14
0.16
0.49
0.37
-0.21
-0.26
0.32
-0.04
-0.37
-0.30
3.67%

Figure 3.7. Plot of the first harmonics of the first and the second PC. Plot of the first harmonics
of the first and the second PC showing the effects of adding and subtracting such principal
component curve on the overall mean functions.
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Figure 3.8. Plot of the second harmonics of the first and the second PC. Plot of the second
harmonics of the first and the second PC showing the effects of adding and subtracting such
principal component curve on the overall mean functions.
Overall, the k-mean clustering algorithm was implemented on functional principal
component scores in three dimensions. The plot of k equals 5, 6, and 7 (see Figure 3.11). With
further classification, which means increasing the k in clustering algorithm, except for group
“Thumb-4 Finger,” “Thumb-3 Finger,” and group “Tripod” and “Thumb-2 Finger,” all other
grasping motions have been clustered into separate classes. In the datasets, there are 15 objects,
that is, five individual grasping trials for each object in total; however, when class number
exceeds eight, most of them have some trials among five been clustered into other classes.
However, for three to seven classes, the analysis apparently shows very clear groups among all
grasping motions. Also, PCA approach can be used to categorize these grasps. First, final poses
were found manually. One of those frames during the subject is holding the object firmly was
chosen. After that, according to more than 85% of the variance covered by the first three PCs,
scores of these PCs were used as parameters to cluster all 75 trials of grasping motion. However,
the clustering result was not very promising. Most types of grasp will form new branches in the
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hierarchy when the number of classes increases. The result has a different hierarchy than the
Cutkosky taxonomy. Instead of two dimensions, which are the complexity and the power needed
to finish the grasp, the result distinguished different types of grasping, or object, from the
difference in the shape of hand during the grasping procedure without segmenting these motions.
The Cutkosky taxonomy is shown in Figure 3.9, and the hierarchy developed in this paper is
shown in Figure 3.10. In short, this hybrid approach is from a human hand point of view. The
resultant clusters are shown in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.9. Grasp taxonomy according to Mark R. Cutkosky [45].
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Figure 3.10. Grasp taxonomy according to the classification result.
The clustering results shown in Figure 3.11 have various coloring because the initial
centroids are randomly chosen. In each plot, instances having the same coloring circles are in the
same class. Only the results of k with values 5, 6, and 7 are displayed. The result according to
other numbers of k can be found in Table 3.3.

3.4 Classification Evaluation

To unveil the robustness of our grasp recognition approach, a 10-fold cross validation
was implemented on the clustering result. In addition, the validation happens in individual userseen objects and in individual user-unseen objects. The evaluation was set up in as follows:
1) Individual user and seen object: The same set of data was used as training data and test
data. Three trials among the five trials of each object were used as training data, the
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remaining two trials were used as test data. The recognition rate is 99.05%, with a 1.67
standard deviation.
2) Individual user and unseen object: In this scenario, 14 objects were used as training data
and the one left out was used as an unseen object to test the method. The recognition rate
drops significantly down to 89.16%, with a 2.42 standard deviation. This was
implemented 15 times, where all objects in one individual’s dataset were used as unseen
object one time.
3) Tenfold cross validation: The 75 trials of grasping motion was split into a training dataset
with 68 trials as training and 7 trials as test. The selection of trials was performed
randomly, and our method achieved a 97.24% recognition rate, with a 0.84 standard
deviation.
4) Misclassified grasps: A few types of grasps were misclassified in the testing process, and
the result is shown as confusion matrices in Figure 3.12. For instance, the grasp type
“Thumb-3,” which should be in class 3, was misclassified in class 5. This is because the
variance covered by the interphalangeal joint ring finger is very low. This can be seen in
Figure 3.12a. The “Large Diameter,” which should be in class 3, was misclassified with
“Platform” in class 1. This can be seen in Figures 3.12b and 3.12c.
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Figure 3.11. Classification result in score space.
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Figure 3.12. Confusion matrices. (a) Confusion matrix for 10-fold cross validation, (b) confusion
matrix for individual user and seen objects, and (c) confusion matrix for individual user and
unseen objects.
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Table 3.3. Object motion clustering: k-means.
#
1
2

3
4

5

6

Grasp
Platform
Lateral Pinch
Power Disk
Light Tool
Thumb-4
Thumb-3
Thumb-2
Thumb-Index
Large Diameter
Tripod
Precision Disk
Power Sphere
Small Diameter
Adducted Thumb
Medium Wrap

Grasp
Platform
Lateral Pinch
Power Disk
Light Tool

Grasp
Platform
Lateral Pinch
Power Disk
Light Tool

Grasp
Platform
Lateral Pinch
Power Disk
Light Tool

Grasp
Platform
Lateral Pinch
Power Disk
Light Tool

Thumb-4
Thumb-3
Thumb-2
Thumb-Index
Large Diameter
Tripod
Precision Disk
Power Sphere
Small Diameter
Adducted Thumb
Medium Wrap

Thumb-4
Thumb-3
Precision Disk
Power Sphere
Large Diameter

Thumb-4
Thumb-3
Precision Disk
Power Sphere
Large Diameter

Thumb-4
Thumb-3
Power Sphere
Large Diameter

Small Diameter
Adducted Thumb
Medium Wrap
Tripod
Thumb-2
Thumb-Index

Small Diameter
Adducted Thumb

Small Diameter
Adducted Thumb
Medium Wrap
Tripod
Thumb-2
Thumb-Index

7

Precision Disk
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Tripod
Thumb-2
Thumb-Index
Medium Wrap

CHAPTER 4: MOTION KERNELS

4.1 Section Overview

The motion kernels are defined as follows. The motion kernel for each motion category
comprises the mean function and all the harmonics of each principal posture. Examples of
motion kernels will be shown at the end of this Chapter. Before extracting motion kernels, the
motion datasets are examined and filtered. Wrong samples of motion that could ruin the result of
the motion kernels extraction were removed. The choice of motion records, the number of
principal components and the variances need to be decided carefully before the motion kernels
extraction begins.

4.2 On Choice of Principal Components

The PCA or the FPCA are all aiming to find a different angle of examining the datasets.
Such an approach can express the original data in a lower dimension at the risk of losing
information. It is always possible to find a small set of principal components that represents a
certain fraction of variance, and it is also possible that the principal component with the smallest
eigenvalue represents information needed in the analysis.
Figure 4.1 shows the scree plot of the eigenvalues of the entire raw hand motion datasets.
It is easy to see an abrupt cliff followed by a gentle slope of screes. The variances covered by the
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first few components are quite large. However, it is not proper to stop here and choose the first
three components. Figure 4.2 shows the scree plot of the reexamined motion datasets. The
eigenvalue of the first component is almost 10 times larger than the second one. With this
reexamined datasets, it is more confident to decide the number of components.

Figure 4.1. The scree plot of the raw datasets.

Figure 4.2. The scree plot of the reexamined datasets.
The carefully selected datasets make the process of motion analysis a little bit easier;
however, the dimensional reduction is a general summation of the original real datasets. As long
as the variance is not higher than 90%, it is better to increase the number of principal
components in the analysis to estimate the model. The variances covered by principal
components are decreasing while the indexes of the component increase. With a linear
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combination of these principal components and a set of proper weights, the original dataset can
be recovered using just a small set of principal components with some penalty. The number of
principal components is usually much less than the dimension in the original dataset. However,
the motion dynamics are distorted and lost during this recovery process. Select the most
significant principal postures make it possible to represent the motion datasets with a high
fidelity but with a low dimensional data. This is the same requirement for the process of
choosing harmonics to keep in the motional kernels. Figure 4.3 gives the scree plot of the
eigenvalues. These eigenvalues are associated with the harmonics of the first principal posture in
the grasping motion database. The lower the eigenvalue index the higher the significance of the
harmonic. The first two functional principal components are sufficient for estimating the original
database, in other words, well for classification. However, higher number of functional principal
components may needed for trajectory generating due to the constraints required by the desired
motion.

Figure 4.3. The plot of the eigenvalues associated with the harmonics.
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The impact of the outliers can be visualized via a comparison between the fPCs of this
dataset before and after the reexamination. The visualization of the outliers has been shown in
chapter 2. Figure 4.4 shows the major harmonic function of the dataset before and after the
reexamination.
It is clear that the fPC is better in reflecting the motion data after the outliers in the
dataset are removed. The start and the end poses in the motion have a very low velocity profile,
approaching zero. The functional component before outliers have been removed has a higher
velocity profile at the end poses. The following section shows the harmonics of the datasets used
in this thesis.

Figure 4.4. The impact of motion outlier. The plot of the first fPC before and after the
reexamination. Before: red. After: blue.
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4.3 Motion Kernels

The motion kernel for each motion category comprises the mean function and all the
harmonics of each principal posture. Figure 4.5 explains how motion kernels construct the
principal postures.

Figure 4.5. Exploded view of a principal posture.
The principal posture plotted in red is chosen from the ‘Thumb-3 Finger’ grasping
motion. The blue curve is the reconstructed principal posture using 10 harmonics and the mean
function in the motion kernels. The mean function is plotted in bright green. Ten weighted
harmonics are plotted in descending gray scale. The lighter the gray the higher the order of the
harmonic. The reconstructed principal posture is a superposition of the mean function and all 10
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weighted harmonics. The harmonics with high order in the motion kernels seems not important
since they are almost concentrated closely around zero. Although the functional principal
component scores are really small after the order of the harmonic exceed 3, the weighted
harmonics still cover a noticeable variations. In the case shown in Figure 4.5 above, notice the
weighted harmonic number 4 and number 5. This gives a good reason to keep more than two
functional principal components for the trajectory generating in the next chapter.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 provide the mean function of the hand motion data projected onto the
principal components of the entire dataset and the major harmonics beside how they variance
over the mean function. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 provides the mean function of the arm motion data
projected onto the principal components of the entire dataset and the major harmonics beside
how they variance over the mean function. The variance covered by each principal component
and each function principal component is limited. Table 4.1 gives the variances covered by the
first four principal components.

Table 4.1. Percentage of variance covered by each principal component.
Arm motion datasets Hand motion datasets
84.01%!
88.34%!
12.15%!
7.15%!
1.43%!
2.63%!
0.93%!
1.88%!

It is almost certain that the basis of the functions will differ from subject to subject. The
task finished by different subjects may have similar pose during the entire movement or will
have a complete different pose at the final pose. The variation of the size of our skeleton
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introduces the potential of having such differences. However, it will be consistent within the
same individual. This is shown in the grasping classification section.
The basis of the functions in this case, which are the fPCs, are responsible for the
variations one individual can cover in the movement of that part of body. For instance, in the
first harmonics of hand PC 1 shown in Figure 4.6, the variation is much larger at the tail of the
trajectory, which means that the movement on this basis accounts for the variation at the second
half of the entire motion. In second harmonics of hand PC 1, the variations are concentrated at
the middle and the tail of the motion, which is also shown in Figure 4.6. Notice that the harmonic
boundaries cross the mean at approximately two-thirds of the motion. The rest of the harmonics
are extracted from the human motion datasets and shown at the end of this section, just to
visualize the motion kernels and for a straightforward example.! Although variations can be
relatively large compared with the range of the movements in training data, the ability of
generating novel motion is limited by the mean function of the data.
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Figure 4.6. Hand PC 1.

Figure 4.7. Hand PC 2.
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Figure 4.8. Arm PC 1.

Figure 4.9. Arm PC 2.
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CHAPTER 5: TRAJECTORY PLANNING

5.1 Section Overview

Use the motion kernels extracted from pre-captured human motion data to generate novel
motion is not difficult. Notice that different types of human motions can be recovered by
compiling motion kernels of that dataset with their functional principal component scores as
weights. This will be illustrated at the beginning of the next subsection. Applying a new set of
weights when compiling motion kernels can generate novel motion that does not exist
beforehand in the dataset. The result is a novel motion that has different initial and end positions.
The generated novel motion will have a new velocity profile of each joint.
The ability of the trajectory generating method developed in this thesis to generate novel
motion is limited by the pre-captured motion data. In the FPCA process of the captured motion
records, the lower and upper bounds of the functional principal component scores are determined
by the given dataset. The space of the functional principal component scores hereinafter referred
to “score space”. Hereby define “score region” to denote the region enclosed by the lower and
upper bounds of the functional principal component scores. Information outside of the score
region in the score space is considered as “unknown”. Issues with respect to this kind of motion
are remarked upon in the discussion subsection.
In order to mimic a known motion in the datasets, a novel weight vector similar to that of
the known motion needs to be found out. Given a known motion in the datasets, there could be a
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point has such a set of coordinates that can be assigned as weights to reconstruct the motion.
Implementing a brute force search in the score space can find such a point. However, what we
really need is to find such a novel trajectory similar to the known motion yet has differences.
These differences would give the novel trajectory some flexibility to satisfy constraints, which
may not have trials in the known motion datasets can meet.
In cases where a motion implemented by robot needs to have a certain velocity profile or
a certain end pose, such requirements can be considered as constraints while trying to synthesize
a novel motion using motion kernels. The problem is obvious and can be treated as an
optimization problem: a set of weights is needed to minimize the differences between the novel
motion and the known motion, but at the same time, the novel trajectory needs to satisfy all
constraints. The solution is formulated and illustrated in the third subsection.

5.2 Synthesis Trajectories

The synthesis idea came from the square wave approximation using its partial Fourier
series. Few low order harmonics been compiled together, and each harmonic is associated with a
set of weight in a descending order while the order increases, to approximate the desired square
wave function with penalty. The higher order harmonics been included, the smaller the
difference between the square wave and the synthesized result.
Any principal posture can be approximated using the motion kernels. The real human
motion data records can be approximated using the superposition of the mean functions and
harmonics. Differences will occur when trying to approximate the real trajectory with a small set
of motion kernels. However, the trajectories that are existed in the human motion database are
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not the target here. The differences are tolerable as long as the synthesized trajectories still have
similar style to the real human performed trajectories, and such trajectories will meet the
constraints.

5.2.1 Motion Recovery

In motion analysis process of the given datasets, motion kernels were extracted as shown
in the previous section. The motion kernels have different contributions to all the motions in the
datasets. The contribution can be observed in the variation of the harmonic functions over the
mean functions of each principal component. To recover a known motion, first, the principal
postures, P! , of the original trajectories of this known motion need to be obtained. The subscript,
!, is the index of the principal component. After a desired number of principal postures have
been computed, these principal postures are then mapped back to the joint space to get the
original trajectories. The motion kernels are denoted as
!! = !

!!!!!
!! !! (!, !),
!!!

where ! + ! − 1 gives the number of basis B-spline functions, !! is the weight vector, and
!! (!, !) is the sampled value of the B-spline function at !. Compiling all the motion kernels is a
matter of adding these motion kernels together with the functional principal component scores as
the weight vector, and then the mean function is added on the top of the previous result:
!!∗ = !

!
!!! !! !!

(!) + !!(!),

where ! denotes the number of motion kernels used to compose principal posture, !! is the
corresponding functional principal component score vector of !! , and ! is the mean function.
The star placed at the superscript of the principal posture indicates the recovered result may be
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different from the original one. Here, the impact of the number of motion kernels, which is the N,
is shown in Figure 5.1.
As shown in Figure 5.1, the solid lines are the real trajectories, the dotted lines are the
reconstructed trajectories using only the first motion kernel during the process, and the dashdotted lines are the reconstructed trajectories using the first eight motion kernels during the
process. With a higher number of motion kernels used, the reconstructed trajectories could have
a smaller difference compared to the real trajectories.

Figure 5.1. The impact of N. The figure here shows that with a higher number of components,
the recovered trajectories are closer to the real ones.
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5.2.2 Novel Trajectory

It is easy to generate a novel set of trajectories with a novel set of weights assigned to the
motion kernels. Such set of weight could be non-exist beforehand. All known motion records in
the datasets have their own set of functional principal component scores. According to the
clustering result in Section 3, the trajectories in the hand motion datasets can be clustered into
two to seven classes. The following paragraph illustrates an example of novel trajectories, and
Figure 5.2 shows the comparison the real motion record and the generated motion.

Figure 5.2. Novel trajectories visualization. The top row shows the real motion record, which
was picked up from the hand motion datasets. The bottom row shows a new set of trajectories
with a set of functional principal component scores similar to the top row motion record.
The boundaries of the score region are determined by the motion datasets. The motions
within each class determine the boundaries of the corresponding motion class in score region.
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The novel trajectories shown in Figure 5.2 is reconstructed using a set of scores chosen within
the region of class number 4 of the five classes clustering. The real motion recorded shown in the
same figure is one of the “small diameter” grasping motions. The start poses and the end poses of
the two grasps are slightly different. However, the differences of the contraction speeds between
the two grasps are significant.
A proper selection of the weight vector helps to generate trajectories that meet the motion
kinematic requirements. However, the process of finding that proper set of scores must be
painful and exhausting. The determination of a proper weight vector is the goal of the next
subsection.

5.2.3 Trajectory Velocity Profile

Take the small diameter type of grasp as an example; the final pose of the hand is found
using the model hand. Movements considered in this stage are all happening in an obstacle-free
environment. The desired movement is constrained by the kinematic requirements of the job.
The ends of the trajectory of each joint are known with a fixed initial pose and a chosen final
pose.
A linear trajectory solution seems to be the simplest way to solve the trajectory-planning
problem, yet the velocity profile of this linear solution will drop abruptly at the final moment of
movement. The cubic polynomial trajectories give a smooth velocity profile with the velocities
equal to zero at the start and the final point. The quintic polynomial trajectories give an even
smoother movement. Acceleration and velocity are all required to be zero at the start and the
final point. This avoids the torque of the motors changing abruptly at these ends. In addition, the
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velocity profiles of these quintic trajectories have a bell-like shape. However, the velocity of
human motion usually has an asymmetric bell-shaped profile [46]. The speed of joints in the
shoulder during the reaching motion has the same trend as well. The movements are slower at
the initial stage of a human’s reaching motion, and then what follows is the stage that the hand is
near the target. The spreading speed drops gently in the final stage to fine-tune the hand toward
the target. The grasping motion has the same characteristics, such as, the finger contraction speed.
Figure 5.3 shows the velocity profile of the shoulder joint in the reaching motion datasets. The
velocity profile has a bell shape skewed to the left.

Figure 5.3. The shoulder joint spreading velocity profile.
However, the velocity profiles are not necessarily skewed to the left. According to a
theoretical study conducted by Bullock and Grossberg in 1991, the velocity profiles are skewed
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to the right in short-duration movements and skewed to the left in long-duration movements [47].
This study was a part of an emerging theory of “how adaptive control of goal-directed
sensorimotor skills is achieved by humans and other animals”. The model introduced in this
study suggests the method of synchronous multi-joint trajectories’ generating.
The motion kernels contain multiple harmonics that contribute to different sections of the
trajectories. Adjusting the weight vector helps to generate trajectories with different velocity
profiles. Within the boundaries of the score region, novel multi-joint trajectories that meet
kinematic constraints of a job can be generated and possess a humanlike dynamic profile at the
same time.

5.3 Optimized Humanlike Trajectories

The trajectory generating method in this thesis is based on FPCA and mathematical
optimization. The motion kernels, extracted using a functional data analysis procedure, are used
as functional basis. These functions, !! , are linearly independent of each other according to the
functional principal components analysis and are perfect for the multi-joint trajectories synthesis.
The independent property of the motion kernels means it can approximate arbitrarily well
any trajectory given by the recorded human motion datasets. The same for approximating the
desired novel trajectories by taking a weighted linear combination of a sufficiently large number,
!, of the motion kernels. The optimization procedure generates novel trajectories subject to the
kinematic requirements of the job and behaves similar to recorded human motion. This ensures
the generated novel movement acts in a natural way, similar to how an average human being
would be.
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5.3.1 Objective Function and Constraints

The classes in the motion sets, which are clustered in the functional principal component
score space, contain several motion types that have intraclass differences and interclass
similarities. For instance, in the hand motion datasets, the grasping motions within the same class
all have similar hand shapes and similar dynamics. These motion records are clustered in terms
of the Euclidean distance to the centroids chosen by the k-mean clustering algorithm. It appeals
to nature to have the centroid of each cluster represent that vary class of movement. The
trajectories defined by the centroids are the standard version of each class of movement. For a
trajectory planner, the movements generated by the planner should be similar to these centroids
in motion dynamics. In other words, the centroids are utilized as guidance in trajectory
generating.
The objective functions need to have similar dynamic characteristics to the standard
movement and meet the kinematic requirements of the desired movement. The kinematic
requirements lie in the start pose and the final pose. For instance, in the grasping motion, the
initial and the end poses are where the hand had been set at the beginning of the grasping task
and where the hand would stop, holding the grasped object. This applies not only to the position
constraints in terms of joint displacement but also the velocity constrains. Besides, the
trajectories generated by the planner needs to avoid unnatural movements. Figure 5.4 shows that
with 10 fPCs and 14 fPCs, the regenerated trajectories are not much different from the original
movement. Although the quality of the generated movement depends on how well does it meet
the constraints and whether it looks natural. Still, keep a small number of functional principal
components needed are important to the efficiency of generating humanlike trajectories.
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Figure 5.4. Regenerated movement. On the left is the comparison of the original movement with
the regenerated movement using 10 fPCs. On the left is the comparison of the original movement
with the regenerated movement using 12 fPCs.
To make the movements similar to the known movements in the human motion datasets,
the objective function needs to approximate the centroid function in a special way. Recall that
the harmonics is denoted as!Q ! = !

!!!!!
c! B! (t, τ).!These
!!!

functions are sampled at each frame.

The step gives us a matrix of discretized harmonics that will be treated as the design matrix,!!,
and the dimension of this design matrix is !×!!with!! > !. Where the!!!is the number of
observations that is the frame number, and the !!is the number of motion kernels needed to
provide a sufficient variance.
The centroid trajectories are supposed to be utilized as guidance when generating novel
trajectories. To loosen the limitation on the trajectory planning with centroid trajectories, the
designed matrix,!!, was swapped with the first derivative of the displacement in each DOF. Each
row in the design matrix represents the curve of the corresponding harmonic. Here use the
forward difference approximation as the velocity of the curve at each frame. This result in a new
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design matrix!! that is the velocity of the trajectories, where!!!" = !!!(!!!) − !!" , ! = 1, … , ! −
1. The goal of this change is to make the generated novel trajectories following the shape of the
centroid while meet the constraints.
All the parameters appear linear, and the number of basis functions needed is less than
the observations. Recall that the principal posture,!!! , is a weighted linear combination of the
motion kernels. The regenerated trajectories are as follows:
! ! = !!,
where!!!is an!!×1!weight vector. The same for the centroid trajectories:
! ! = !!,
where!!!is the!!×1!functional principal component scores vector of the centroid. The desired
trajectories need to be similar to the centroid trajectories, which is the following:
!! ≈ !(!).
However, this system is overdetermined and could have more than one unique solution. To solve
this system, both sides of the equation above are multiplied by a transpose of the designed matrix
and a transpose of the weight vector:
! ⊺ !⊺ !! = ! ⊺ !⊺ !.
Define the cost function:
! = ! ⊺ !⊺ !! − ! ⊺ !⊺ !.
Here, we need to minimize the difference:
!"# !! − ! = !"# ! .
The constraints are only equality constraints that are the position, velocity, and acceleration at
the start and final frame. Then this problem is in a form of quadratic programming problem. In
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this situation, the problem has been reduced to an equality-constrained quadratic programming
problem, minimize:
!

! = ! ! ⊺ !" − ! ⊺ !,
over!! ∈ ℝ! !and subject to
!" = !.
!" ≤ !.
The solution was provided by interior-point algorithm for large-scale nonlinear
programming optimization algorithm. Since the functional principal component scores defined
previously limit the boundaries of the searching space, the computation time is acceptably low.
The left part of the figure 5.5 shows the first attempt at generating humanlike reaching
movement. The “target trajectories” are chosen from the original records of the reaching motion
and put in the plot to show the difference between the generated trajectories and the real
trajectories. In addition, the centroid trajectories are plotted as well.
The generated trajectories shown in the left part of Figure 5.5 are clearly distorted. The
solid blue line indicates generated trajectories using the optimization approach explained above.
The dash-dotted line shows the centroid trajectories of the reaching movement. The dotted line
shows the original recorded motion picked up from the motion datasets. The generated
trajectories met the constraints at the start and final frame, which is easy to see; while the rest of
the trajectories all seem to be dragged toward the centroid trajectories. This is not an ideal
movement since the centroid trajectories and the target movement happen to have a similar start
pose, yet the final pose is far off the ideal one. The movement has a very smooth initial trend
following the target movement, but at the end of the movement, the pose of each joint need a
jump to meet the constraints. The jump created an unnatural movement that is different from the
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standard movement. However, the generated trajectories can follow partial centroid trajectories
with a small difference. The behavior of the optimized trajectories unveils the ability to
approximate humanlike movement within the dynamic range of the captured motion records. The
right part of the Figure 5.5 shows the adjusted optimal trajectories.

Figure 5.5. Generated reaching movement.

5.3.2 Mimicry of Hand Movements

The hand motion datasets have 15 types of grasping movements clustered into five, six,
and seven classes shown in Section 3. This subsection will show the results of mimicking hand
movements using the method introduced above. The choice of centroids is according to the five
clusters of classification. The following figures show the result of mimicking different types of
grasping movements. The chosen movements are “power disc,” “thumb-3finger,” “small
diameter,” and “tri-pod.” Figure 5.6 shows the total error rate comparison between the cubical
trajectories in that vary class over the target trajectories and the optimal novel trajectories over
the target trajectories. Such errors are used to measure the difference between trajectories. For
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the target trajectory !! (!) and the generated trajectory !! (!), the error defined as:

!
!!![!!

! −

!! (!)]2 . Figure 5.7 shows the optimal trajectories mimicking the power disc grasping movement.
Figure 5.8 shows the optimal trajectories mimicking the thumb-3finger grasping movement.
Figure 5.9 shows the optimal trajectories mimicking the small diameter grasping movement.
Figure 5.10 shows the optimal trajectories mimicking the tri-pod grasping movement. These four
types of grasping belongs to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th class when total cluster number equals to 5.
These generated trajectories all meet the position constrains at the initial pose and the
final pose. Obviously in the figures above the movements fitted by cubical trajectories are not
capable of following the target trajectories. Although the cubical trajectories have the same
initial pose and final pose, the curves have a significant difference compared to the real
movement. In some DOF, the curves are totally diverted to the opposite direction. Using the
adjusted method of generating humanlike trajectories, the generated trajectories can mimic the
original movement with relatively small error.
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Figure 5.6. Error rate of the optimal trajectories and mean trajectories: (a) power disc, (b) thumb3finger, (c) small diameter, (d) tri-pod.
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Figure 5.7. Mimicry of power disc grasping. The generated trajectory of each DOF plot is in blue,
the target trajectory is in red, the mean trajectory is in cyan, and the centroid trajectory is in black.
The subtitle of each plot is the index of DOF.
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Figure 5.8. Mimicry of thumb-3finger grasping. The generated trajectory of each DOF plot is in
blue, the target trajectory is in red, the mean trajectory is in cyan, and the centroid trajectory is in
black. The subtitle of each plot is the index of DOF.
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Figure 5.9. Mimicry of small diameter grasping. The generated trajectory of each DOF plot is in
blue, the target trajectory is in red, the mean trajectory is in cyan, and the centroid trajectory is in
black. The subtitle of each plot is the index of DOF.
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Figure 5.10. Mimicry of tri-pod grasping. The generated trajectory of each DOF plot is in blue,
the target trajectory is in red, the mean trajectory is in cyan, and the centroid trajectory is in black.
The subtitle of each plot is the index of DOF.
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CHAPTER 6: EVALUATION

6.1 Section Overview

In this section, the generated optimal trajectories mimicking human motion will be
evaluated to see if they are in a natural human-like way. As shown previously in chapter 2, the
human upper limbs model is developed using Blender environment in this thesis. The skeleton
built in this environment can be rigged by motion capture data to visualize the movement by
displaying animations. Both hand and arm movements will be evaluated by visualizing the
trajectories on these skeletons. Reaching movements are also implemented on the NAO
humanoid platform. The NAO robot is a humanoid has a similar arm structure as we human do.
This property makes it an even better tool in visualizing motion data than the skeleton model in
Blender.

6.2 Simulated Evaluation

6.2.1 Setup

The visualization process starts with writing trajectories matrices into BVH files. This is
the same method to record a real motion performed by a subject wearing motion capture
equipment. The Acclaim Motion Capture data format is used to store the motion of the skeleton
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while the Acclaim Skeleton File is used to outline the skeleton itself. The trajectories are mapped
into joint space by multiplying the value in each raw trajectory to the maximum range of the
corresponding individual joint. Figure 6.1 shows the raw trajectories used to rig the skeleton and
the real value trajectories in the joint space.
The movement of the virtual model in Blender can be displayed with using this real value
trajectories data matrix. For each movement, five kinds of trajectories were visualized including
one original motion record, one optimal human-like movement, one mean movement of that vary
class, one cubic polynomial fitted movement and one linear movement. To evaluate the
similarities of the generated optimal human-like trajectories and the real human motion records,
the straightforward way is to show a group of people the motion picture of these visualized
trajectories. Human beings can do a much better job than algorithms to judge whether a motion
is in a natural humanlike way.

Figure 6.1. Raw trajectories versus real trajectories. The left plot shows the raw trajectory. The
true values of each degree of freedom are all scaled in the range of 0 to 1. The right plot shows
the real-value joint angle trajectory in degree.
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6.2.2 Results

Figure 6.2 shows the total error of the entire dataset. The human-like trajectories
generated by the adjusted method have a relatively low error rate on mimicking the human
motion records in the each trial. Both the SSE in each degree of freedom and the sum for the
entire dataset are shown in the figure.
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 shows the snapshots of the visualized hand movement and arm
movement in Blender. As shown in Figure 6.3, five snapshots are taken from the hand movement
visualization display. From the left to the right in the display are: the real human motion record;
the generated optimal trajectory; the mean trajectory; the cubic polynomial trajectory and the
linear trajectory. The generated optimal human-like movement is almost synchronous with the
target movement. The mean movement seems too eager at the first half of the motion. Same
phenomenon can be observed in arm movement comparisons in Figure 6.4. The motion picture
of the comparisons between the optimal human-like movements and other movements generated
by different methods are shown to a group of people. Individuals in this group of people were
required to answer a given question individually after inspecting the skeletons in the motion
picture set. All the participants are current undergraduate and graduate students in the University
of South Florida. The participants were reached by email containing the display as same as the
question. The display was in GIF format, which can be played in most web browsers. The
question is very short and easy to answer. It was asked which one of the four skeletons on the
right was the most similar to the real motion record. Over 90% feedbacks were telling the
generated optimal human-like trajectory were the most similar movement to the real motion
records.
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Figure 6.2. Total error rate comparisons.
The generated optimal trajectories are proved to have the closest movement profile to the
real motion records. The motion kernels extracted from the human motion datasets covered most
portions of the variances. For the entire human motion datasets, the FPCA based human-like
trajectory generating method can mimic any type of movement in the datasets with a relatively
small difference to the real motion record. The mean fitted movements tended to have a different
movement profile during the movement acting. A few particular types of movements mimicked
by the mean trajectories have performed abnormally. The cubic polynomial fitted movement
looks stiff and strongly machinery with a symmetric velocity profile in each DOF. Both the
trajectories comparisons plot of each DOF and the individual human acknowledge support this
point.
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Figure 6.5 shows the snapshots of the reaching movement implemented on NAO robot.
Three types of trajectories are shown in the figure with eight snapshots of the robot for each type
of trajectory. It is easy to observe the differences among rows in the second, the third, the sixth
and the seventh column. There is a lack of elbow abduction and adduction in the cubic
polynomial trajectory. In addition, the yaw angle of the upper arm in the cubic polynomial
trajectory is differing from the real one. The difference is observed obviously when the
trajectories are put in the same plot. Figure 6.6 shows the plot of all three kinds of trajectories in
each degree of freedom. From the top subplot to the bottom subplot are: the right arm shoulder
pitch joint, the right arm shoulder roll joint, the right shoulder (elbow) yaw joint and the right
elbow roll joint. The trajectories in the plot contain four hundred and nine sample points in each
trial. The end effector reaches the target point at the 200th frame as shown in the plot. Basically,
the trajectories are constrained by the start position of the end effector, the final position of the
end effector and the position of the target point. The velocity of the end effector is set to be zero
at the start, at the end and when reaches the target. The greatest difference between cubic
polynomial trajectory and the real trajectory lies in the shoulder roll, the shoulder yaw and the
elbow roll joints. An abduction/adduction pattern can be observed in the three joints above.
However, the cubic polynomial trajectory looks machinery and not natural since it keeps
changing the joint angle monotonically until reaches the desired angle displacement. Meanwhile,
the generated trajectory follows the curve of the real trajectory very well.
The observation and study conducted by Morasso [48] in early years showed the hand
trajectory in space tended to be a straight line pointing towards the target in human reaching
movements. This conclusion can be reached as well for the human motion data in this thesis. The
left part of the figure 6.7 is the plot of hand trajectory in space during the reaching movement
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being implemented above. The plot on the right is the PCA component variance plot of the
coordinates of the points in the hand trajectory. The first principal component covers 98.38%
variance, and the rest two components together cover only 1.61%. This indicates the trajectory in
space is almost a straight line. The optimal trajectory also has the same straight-line-like shape.
From figure 6.8, the first principal component of the coordinates of the optimal reaching
movement covers 98.01% variance.!The result confirms the ability of the method developed in
this thesis to regenerate trajectories similar to the existing motion records in the datasets. Two
human motion datasets used in this thesis are both short duration movements that are expected to
have a right-skewed velocity profile [49]. The movement at the initial part during the hand
approaching the target starts with an acceleration phase. However, human visual feedback leads
to a longer deceleration phase after the hand reaches the peak velocity. These observations can
be found in A.G. Fleischer’s work [50]. This is true in the hand and arm motion datasets and
same in the movements generated by the FPCA based human-like movement generating method
developed in this thesis. !

6.3 Novel Trajectory

6.3.1 Implementation

The goal of all the previous work is aiming at generating novel human-like movements.
These generated movements should at least meet the kinematic requirements of the mission.
There are two kinds of constraints in this evaluation. First, the configuration at the start, at the
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end and when the end effector reaches the target position. Second, the angular velocity of each
joint at the start, at the end and when the end effector reaches the target position.
The problem related to the first constraint in the mission of reaching a target is that the
arm of the robot needs a configuration so that the end effector can reach the target position. The
simulation software suite ‘Choregraphe’ developed specifically for the NAO robot was used to
find a valid configuration of the arm when the end effector has reached the target. The start and
the end configuration are chosen according to the existing motion data with adding a little bias to
these two configurations within 10 degree in each joint to simulate a novel mission. The start,
end and target configuration are shown in table 6.1. The angular velocities at these
configurations are all constrained to be zero. With these constraints, the reaching movement will
start from a dead stop to approach the target then back to a fully stop state.

Table 6.1. NAO robot right arm configuration chart.
Joint

Start

Target

End

Shoulder pitch

79.92

-25.90

77.89

Shoulder roll

-18.55

-22.20

-20.66

Shoulder yaw

17.47

12.60

23.30

Elbow roll

25.40

26.00

26.18

6.3.2 Results

Figure 6.9 shows the generated trajectory. All these trajectories meet the requirements
specified above with a similar profile with other reaching movements in the human datasets. The
left part of the figure is the novel trajectory. The right part of the plot shows an existing reaching
movement trajectory of a similar target configuration. Compared the two parts, it is easy to find
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the shapes of the trajectories are similar in the matching joint. Figure 6.10 shows the scree shot
of the novel reaching movement and an existing reaching movement in the datasets.

Figure 6.3. Snapshots during the visualized hand movement displaying. The left most column is
the recorded human movement in the datasets. The second column is the generated optimal
human-like movement. The middle column is the mean movement. The fourth is the cubic
polynomial fitted movement. The rightmost column is the linear movement.
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Figure 6.4. Snapshots during the visualized arm movement displaying. The left most column is
the recorded human movement in the datasets. The second column is the generated optimal
human-like movement. The middle column is the mean movement. The fourth is the cubic
polynomial fitted movement. The rightmost column is the linear movement.
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Figure 6.5. Consecutive snapshots of reaching movement implemented on the NAO. The top row
shows the original reaching movement from the human motion datasets. The middle row shows
the optimal trajectory mimicking the real reaching movement. The bottom row shows the cubic
polynomial trajectory.
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Figure 6.6. Trajectory for each joint during the reaching movement. The end effector reaches the
target point at the 200th frame. The real trajectories, also called the desired “target trajectory,”
are plotted in red. The generated optimal humanlike trajectories are plotted in blue. The cubical
trajectories are plotted in the black dash-dotted line.
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Figure 6.7. Hand trajectory in space during the reaching movement. The left part in the figure
above shows the hand trajectory in 3D space during the reaching movement. The right part is the
PCA result of the coordinates of the points in the hand trajectory. A high value, over 98.3%,
indicates that the trajectory is almost a straight line in space.

Figure 6.8. Hand trajectory in space during the generated optimal human-like movement. The
left part in the figure above shows the hand trajectory in 3D space during the reaching movement.
A novel random end configuration was chosen. The right part is the PCA result of the
coordinates of the points in the hand trajectory. A high value, over 98.01%, indicates that the
trajectory is almost a straight line in space.
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Figure 6.9. Generated novel reaching trajectory versus real motion record. The left plot shows
the trajectory in each joint of the novel reaching trajectory. The right plot shows an existing
reaching trajectory. The end effector reaches the target point at the 200th frame in both
trajectories as shown in figure.
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Figure 6.10. Consecutive snapshots of two reaching movement implementing on NAO. The top row shows an existing reaching
movement from the human motion datasets. The bottom row shows the novel reaching trajectory.
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CHAPTER 7: FINAL REMARKS

7.1 Discussion

Trajectory generating problem for multiple joint robots such as humanoids has a long
history. The methods of addressing this task have been explored in many ways while generating
trajectories that has the style of human is still difficult. Couple of state-of-art algorithms trying to
solve this by revisiting the human musculature to introduce novel motor control method. The
human-like trajectory generating method proposed in this thesis approach the goal by learning
human movements from demonstration.

7.2 Remarks

This thesis explores a hybrid way to analyze human motion data. The multivariate PCA is
applied on the dataset first to get the principal component, which contains variations contribute
by multiple joints. Principal postures in a much lower dimensional space than the original data
are fitted using B-spline basis. Then the analysis works in a functional manner to find the
functional principal components for the dimensional reduced motion datasets. These functional
principal components then treated as basis functions of the original motion data.
The functional principal component scores of the functional data analysis and the
loadings of the static analysis are used to form a new method to classify human motion. A novel
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human grasping hierarchy is then developed based on these parameters. The grasping types used
in this thesis are according to Cutkosky taxonomy. However, the human grasping hierarchy is
formed based on the hand shape during the grasping tasks while the Cutkosky taxonomy has an
object oriented branching structure. The recognition rate is reported in this thesis. The issue of
outliers in the motion dataset is addressed manually by looking into the residuals of the
trajectories. Finally a typical human motion dataset is obtained after outliers and bad sample
removed. Motion kernels then extracted for the trajectory generating.
The trajectory generating method is a rollback process of the motion kernel extraction.
The set of proper weight of the motion kernels are found using optimization technique.
Trajectories subject to constrain then constructed using motion kernels and the weight vector.
Later the generated trajectories are evaluated by multiple means.
Trajectories fitted by the mean trajectory of the original motion, the cubical trajectory and
the linear trajectory are implemented in simulation environment. Above three kinds of
trajectories were set as comparison to the human demonstrated trajectories and the generated
optimal humanlike trajectories. The trajectories of grasping movements are visualized using
skeleton model. The trajectories of arm movements are visualized using the skeleton and the
NAO robot. Trajectories were implemented both on the NAO robot in the webots-for-NAO
environment and on the real NAO robot. The hand movement trajectory in the space during the
reaching motion is similar to previous research on human reaching movements. The generated
optimal trajectories have similar style of movements with the real human demonstration, while
the trajectories generated using other means looks non-natural and unnatural and machinery.
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7.3 Future Work

The range of human-like movements realized by the method shown in this thesis is
limited by the training data. Only similar types of motion can be synthesized. For instance, if
training data of the arm only contains punch motion and elbow flexion motion it is not possible
to synthesis reaching motion simply because the training data dose not have enough movement
variation. To explore the ability of generating novel movements unseen in the previous datasets,
the searching for the weight vector in the functional principal component space should be
assisted by probabilistic model.
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